English
Writing - Designing and making books in a
range of genres for different purposes Narrative, non-fiction, procedural. Sentence
structure and grammar. Techniques authors use
to hold reader’s attention.
Spelling using Soundwaves program. Looking
at letter sounds and how they are used in
words. Exploring spelling rules for changing
tense, making plurals and grammar.
Handwriting - Explicit teaching of certain
letters
Reading - Activities focussing on
comprehension, fluency, literal and implied
meaning of texts. Responding to texts and
sharing preferences.
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Mathematics
Using imaths program as a base for Maths
Number and Algebra - Strategies for adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing numbers.
Timestables recall and understandings. Building
on mental computation strategies.
Measurement - Telling the time and adding
together units of time.
Investigating and measuring length, time, mass,
capacity and volume.
Using maps and grid references.
Statistics and Probability - Studying
probability and likely and unlikely outcomes.
Data collection and analysis
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Specialist Teachers
Science
Continuing unit on sound. Taught by Nicole
Bracken

Performing Arts: Susie Scott
History: Diana Fullerton
Physical Education/Health: Mike Woolford
Physical Education/Health: Kate Smith &
Shannon Clarke
Languages (French): Karen Thorburn

Important Dates
Student Free Day –
Parent teacher interviews -

Technologies
Information Technology - Creating slides with
information about a topic of interest. Searching
for and selecting information from internet to
create slides on Google Slides
_

The Arts
Looking at and producing works in styles of famous
artists. Sharing preferences for different styles.
Making book covers.

HASS
Civics and Citizenship - Our place in our local
environment. Where in the local community do
students visit (eg, parks, shops) and where do
they attend clubs etc (eg, scouts, sports clubs).
How do we contribute and make decisions as a
member of the class.
Geography - How can we contribute and take
care of our environment?

Buddy Class
Listening to reading sight words and books.
Practising Christmas concert item. Making and
sharing food.

